Email revoke

Secure Share

Invite new users

Anti-phishing
protection
Secure Documents

Security Features

For more information, please email cyber@comsuregroup.com

Time to restrict access
to emails

Send and receive
secure emails

capabilities include, but not limited to:

Your Data

Control your data security.
Any data, any place, any time.

info@comsuregroup.com

+44 (0) 1534 626841

1 Bond Street,St Helier, Jersey JE2 3NP

Own It | Control It | Protect It

Corporate Branding

Secure Vault

Send emails and
attachments of any size

Notifications
(recorded delivery)

Galaxkey is a product that has a vast amount of capabilities across all platforms; these

Galaxkey

solution. Whilst applying current data security, encryption and policy all data is properly protected and managed.

it goes, keep your data where you choose, control access to your data and expire or revoke access on a whim. Galaxkey is a data-centric

your data. With white labelling, the solution becomes your own. Galaxkey gives you a level of data governance to follow your data wherever

across many industries use Galaxkey. With Galaxkey you command the solution, you protect your data, you own your data and you control

We believe that everyone has the right to protect their data and have their data protected. Worldwide, both individuals and businesses

Because everyone has the right to protection

Your data is available on
demand. The Galaxkey cloud
(private, public and hybrid)
and the Geofence function
ensures that your data is
always available and where
you want it. Never lose track of
your data.

Our compliance consultants
have in-depth knowledge
of all appropriate corporate
governance and risk
management requirements.
Comsure’s team are well
versed in the most complex
of regulatory issues, so can

before but now securely. Apply rules
and policies to automatically secure on

your existing environment and processes.

in minutes, protecting the data you value.

demand. Galaxkey can be up and running

so that you can get your work done as

data at the click of a button. As easily and

can use Galaxkey with ease. Secure your

needed, so Galaxkey fits seamlessly within

data protection and compliance obligations.

protect and control your data, end-to-end,

is why Galaxkey is simple to use. Anyone

Secure collaboration is easy with Galaxkey

of the game. Helping you to meet your legal

across multiple platforms. You can

complicated and inefficient practices. That

No intermediary software or hardware is

Galaxkey is innovative; always staying ahead

type of data, in any environment and

users choose to side-step security to avoid

and your recipients can view the data too.

of lasting data protection and accessibility.

flexible and extensible. It adapts to any

in the way of data protection. Too often

disrupt infrastructure, IT or end users.

uses current technologies. You are assured

without restrictions. Galaxkey is both

Galaxkey do not want complexity to stand

efficiently as you secure your data, you

uses 2048-bit encryption algorithms and

Your business requires data protection

physical environment. Galaxkey does not

Galaxkey is fully compliant with FIPS 140-2,

Data adapts. Data travels. Data is flexible.

Strong yet simple

has not been tampered with.

have assurance that your data

You can track data access. You

data, no matter where it goes.

endorses the integrity of your

documents (Anti-spoof)

Digitally signing data and

Galaxkey ensures
data integrity

whilst it traverses the boundaries of your

Built to stand the test of time

helps to fulfil these.

stored and trackable. Galaxkey

Information (PII), secured,

Personally Identifiable

be forgotten’ must be possible.

must be portable. ‘The right to

protection requirements. Data

(like GDPR) specify explicit data

Data protection regulations

Galaxkey supports
explicit data protection
requirements

Data goes the distance,
so should your protection

a cost-effectively.

risk management challenges in

in meeting their regulatory and

professionals support clients

Our expert compliance

provide clarity to our clients.

Galaxkey ensures
data is available

Galaxkey ensures
data is confidential

them. The Confidentiality, integrity and availability of data is essential to this and Galaxkey helps you fulfil it.

Your business has legal data protection and compliance responsibilities. Galaxkey gives you the tools and functions that you need to meet

Compliance Matters

choice: email, files, Dropbox, Box, OneDrive or iCloud.

Likewise, Galaxkey makes it straightforward to securely communicate and collaborate with anyone, regardless of their work practices and tools of

confidence in, be it desktop or mobile: Windows, Mac, iOS and Android.

that you can continue to work as you choose with no disruption to business process and function. You can continue to use the systems you have

Galaxkey helps businesses to easily protect and manage their data on their terms. It works across all platforms, interfaces and environments so

ownership and control of their data wherever it is. After all, it is your data, so you should have the right to own, control and protect it-always!

Galaxkey is your all-in-one data protection solution. The Galaxkey platform allows businesses of all sizes to protect any kind of data and keep

Galaxkey is data protection built right

